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&bdquo;4-course-menu on Vivaldi's 4 seasons"
performance of �brain !store �project, Mobile Studios Sofia
duration: continuation of the music piece
Description of the project:
The artistic project "4-course-menu on Vivaldi's 4 seasons" is a performance of �brain !store �project
in the framework of Mobile Studios' setting in Sofia: Each day at 7:30 p.m., the repetitive action of a
dinner of 4 people takes place in the live-studio, on the reversed sound of Vivaldi's "4 seasons". A
part/ parts of the front window of the live-studio is doubled with an "aquarium" filled with living
insects, moving/ flying through this small transparent space and blurring the transparency of the
showcase's front.
Conceptual aspects:
The project "4-course-menu on Vivaldi's 4 seasons" deals with the notions of "migration-ism" and
"migration-ists", invented by �brain !store �project:
1.) biological migration 2.) social migration 3.) artistic migration 4.) web migration
As migration-ists, contemporary interdisciplinary working artists migrate from one art form to
another. We leave art's predetermined spaces (galleries, theatre halls, museums) in order to migrate
towards temporary, flexible, mobile platforms for art testimony. Through their migration through the
city, normal passers-by transform into an audience, turn into visitors, and migrating biological
organisms into a living installation. The web on its part, transmits and abstracts these forms of
migration.
The process of consummation is the moving engine of migration.
The project develops the process of consummation: 
1.) biological consummation 2.) social consummation 3.) artistic consummation 4.) web
consummation
By means of both these notions, the artists of �brain !store �project will explore the interaction
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between the hermetic systems of: dining people, flying insects, web-admitters and the
consummating visitor.
Talk-studio:
�brain !store �project would like to collaborate with 4 observators who comment the performance
from different points of view: a biologist, a sociologist, a psychologist, an art-critic
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